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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the author’s dissertation research on 

designing, implementing, and evaluating the EdgeWrite text 

entry method. The goal of this research is to develop a 

method that is highly “robust,” remaining accessible and 

accurate across a variety of devices, abilities, 

circumstances, and constraints. EdgeWrite is particularly 

aimed at users with motor impairments and able-bodied 

users “on the go.” To date, this research has resulted in 

versions of EdgeWrite for PDAs, touchpads, joysticks, 

trackballs, 4-keys, and more, all of which use the same 

EdgeWrite alphabet. The stylus version has been shown to 

be significantly more accurate than Graffiti for both able-

bodied and motor-impaired users. This paper discusses this 

and other achievements, and points towards future work on 

a mobile phone version for situationally-impaired users. 

From its inception, EdgeWrite has been developed with the 

help of participants, both able-bodied and motor-impaired. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The entry of text places significant physical demands on 

users with motor impairments. Tremor, spasm, poor 

coordination, low strength and rapid fatigue make it 

difficult to enter text with a QWERTY keyboard or PDA 

stylus. Impaired users have particular difficulty entering 

text on small devices that require controlled movements [4]. 

And as small devices proliferate in an aging population, the 

number of users with motor impairments will only increase. 

Although work exists on accessible text entry for desktops, 

little work exists on accessible text entry for handhelds. The 

“digital divide” threatens to grow if handheld devices are 

not made more accessible. 

But motor-impaired users are not the only users who need 

accessible devices. Able-bodied users incur “situational 

impairments” [5] when using mobile devices “on the go.” 

The spatial constraints of small devices necessitate the use 

of compact (if not cramped) input techniques demanding 

accurate movement and careful control. These demands are 

intensified while walking or riding, since use in motion can 

reduce visibility, divide attention, and cause physical 

instability through vibrational tremor. But unfortunately, 

most mobile text entry methods are not sufficiently tactile 

or physically stable to be used accurately while in motion. 

Thus, the need for physical stability, tactility, accuracy and 

control which exists in motor-impaired text entry also exists 

in mobile text entry. Accordingly, a design successful in 

one domain may also be successful in the other. To this 

end, I have been developing a “robust” design for text entry 

called EdgeWrite (Figure 1). Its core concept is to use 

physical edges and corners to provide motor stability for 

good accuracy despite physical demands. EdgeWrite’s 

robustness comes in these forms: 

 

Figure 1. The EdgeWrite alphabet, which is the same for all 

EdgeWrite devices, was designed by participants to maximize 

guessability [7]. Multiple versions of each letter exist to increase 

guessability (not shown). 
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• Multi-device adaptability: EdgeWrite can be easily 

instantiated on a variety of devices, allowing users with 

motor impairments to switch among devices to distribute 

strain and fatigue. It also allows EdgeWrite to work on 

new handheld devices, which continually emerge and are 

ever-smaller. 

• High compact-ibility: EdgeWrite remains effective even 

in very small spaces. For example, our studies show the 

stylus version can work in a square as small as 7 mm on a 

side. Our isometric joystick version is also highly 

compact. Compact-ibility is important for small devices 

and for reducing the amount of motion people must use. 

• Recognition despite tremor: Recognition is robust even in 

the face of wiggle or tremor, since only the order in 

which the four corners are hit is used to recognize letters, 

not the overall path of motion [9]. 

• Situational factors: EdgeWrite is robust in the face of 

situational factors such as divided attention and the 

vibrational tremor caused by walking or riding. 

EdgeWrite’s tactile edges provide passive haptic 

feedback and physical stability, which aid in 

compromised text entry situations. 

KEY GOALS AND RESULTS 

The main research goals lie in (1) demonstrating this 

robustness for both motor-impaired and situationally-

impaired users, (2) creating useful real-world input 

techniques for these groups of users, and (3) contributing 

fundamental advancements to the methods of text entry 

design and evaluation. Although there has been work on 

multi-device text entry (e.g. [1]), and much recent work on 

text entry method development [3], none has been devoted 

to overcoming impairments. Instead, most is focused on 

high-performance handheld entry for able-bodied users (e.g. 

[2]). 

Specifically, I wish to show EdgeWrite’s effectiveness on 

three devices for three separate contexts (Figure 2): (1) On 

a PDA with a stylus for people with tremor, (2) on a 

trackball for motor-impaired trackball users, and (3) on a 

mobile phone for able-bodied users who are walking. These 

three contexts were chosen to highlight the breadth of 

EdgeWrite designs. Of them, the first has had the most 

progress, while the second is under development and the 

third is in design. 

To date, we have shown the stylus version of EdgeWrite to 

be over 18% more accurate than Graffiti for able-bodied 

users and 2-4 times more accurate for some users with 

motor impairments [9]. We have also implemented 

EdgeWrite for power wheelchair joysticks and touchpads as 

integrated control devices for desktop text entry [8]. Along 

the way, we have developed methods of improving the 

guessability of symbolic alphabets [7] and in creating 

algorithms for improving text entry error rate analysis by 

extending the work of Soukoreff and MacKenzie [6] on text 

entry method evaluation. 

THE DOCTORAL CONSORTIUM 

My proposed work on EdgeWrite was approved by my 

thesis committee in December 2004. Although the main 

goals are set, there is much to be determined in the specifics 

of the various techniques and in the methods of their 

evaluation. In both respects, the ASSETS 2005 doctoral 

consortium would be of great help. For example, although 

situational impairments have been described in the 

literature [5], it is unclear how to best create them in the 

context of a study. Another example is the interaction 

design choices for the trackball and mobile phone versions, 

many of which warrant careful examination. Finally, the 

DC would be of assistance in thinking about future 

directions and this work’s application to other domains. 
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Figure 2. EdgeWrite will be designed, implemented, and 

evaluated for use on a PDA with a stylus by people with tremor, 

on a trackball by motor-impaired trackball users, and on a mobile 

phone by able-bodied users who are walking or riding. 


